Citing articles in references is one of the foundations of the scholarly communication system. With references, authors make explicit links between their research and other articles that may, on the surface, appear unrelated.

Eugene Garfield, the founder of ISI, tells us that through references, "authors should formally assert and verify their ideas are original and do not replicate discoveries already reported in the archive."\(^1\) Links enable users to see the body of primary literature as an interconnected collection of articles. When we can move from a reference to the full text of a cited article in one or two clicks, we will truly realize the benefits of electronic publication.

With the advent of electronic journals, a lot of attention has been given to multimedia capabilities and features like online peer review, but a full system of reference links is an essential feature that has been missing to date. Peter Boyce of the American Astronomical Society (AAS), reporting in the pioneering online journal "Astrophysics Journal Letters," wrote in 1997, "Reader feedback continues to emphasize the importance of links by which it is possible to retrieve referenced articles..."\(^2\)

Because reference linking is so important, publishers of scholarly journals have an economic imperative to provide reference links—journals without links will be seen as less valuable or useful than those with links.

Many online journals have some links and have had them for a number of years. However, most of this linking has been within a very narrow, focused subject area, between large secondary database publishers and large primary publishers, or within proprietary journal systems.

For example, the astronomy literature is very well linked through the Astrophysics Data System (ADS)\(^3\) and HighWire Press\(^4\) has extensive reference links between HighWire journals and PubMed.\(^5\) What has been missing is direct links between primary publishers and links between secondary and smaller publishers. Reference linking has been held back by the need for bilateral linking agreements between individual publishers; drafting such agreements is a laborious and time-consuming legal process. To have abundant links, a publisher would have to sign agreements with hundreds of organizations, an unworkable proposition. It is especially difficult for smaller publishers without extensive staffs to participate in reference linking.

**CrossRef and PILA**

Aware of the importance of linking and of the inefficiency of signing bilateral linking agreements, publishers took the unusual step of cooperating to set up CrossRef, a collabo-
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Editors' introduction

As academic librarians, we are all too familiar with the challenges that researchers face in following ideas through a long chain of citations. From article to shelf to microfilm to InterLibrary Loan and back again, the process of tracking down articles that form the pieces of an intellectual puzzle has often been a difficult one. One faculty member I know used to refer to the process as a "lifetime of bibliographic frustration."

In contrast, one of the joys of information on the Web is the ability to move quickly through a series of related sites. With the advent of electronic journals, many of us expected to see journal citations transformed into instant links from full-text article to full-text article, regardless of publisher. This transformation has been slow to arrive, for a variety of technical, economic, and legal reasons.

Our column for this issue describes an important effort to make electronic linking a reality: Cross Ref.—Ivy Anderson, Gail McMillan, and Ann Schaffner
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the purpose of obtaining their DOIs, and the creation of links using those DOIs.

The first step is for the publisher to obtain a DOI prefix from the International DOI Foundation (IDF) at http://www.doi.org. The cost of this service is covered by CrossRef membership. The publisher then submits minimal article metadata (journal title, article title, volume, issue, page, and first author) to the metadata database (MDDB) with the DOI and URL. Metadata is to be in an XML-based Document Type Definition format, the standards of which are provided on the CrossRef Web site (http://www.crossref.org). As part of the submission process, CrossRef registers the article’s DOI and URL in the central DOI Directory, run by the IDF.

The publisher then submits the reference citations contained in each journal article to the Reference Resolver (RR), a front-end component of the MDDB. The RR allows the retrieval of DOIs, enabling the publisher to create links. The format and protocol for these submissions are also covered on the CrossRef Web site. The publisher uses the DOI to create a normal DOI link (see Figure 1). The DOI is sent to the DOI Directory and automatically resolved to the URL deposited by the publisher (see Figure 2).

An example of a DOI is 10.1006/jmbi.1995.2434—it is for an article from Academic Press’s Journal of Molecular Biology, available on the IDEAL system. “10.1006” is Academic Press’s prefix (each publisher has a unique prefix). After the “/” the publisher determines how to identify the article. In this case Academic Press uses a four-letter code for the journal, the year of acceptance, and a sequential article number. This DOI as a link would appear as: http://dx.doi.org/10.1006/jmbi.1995.2434. Clicking on the link will take the user to the abstract page on the IDEAL system. Some publishers are using SICIs (Serial Item and Contribution Identifier) or PIIIs (Publisher Item Identifiers) for their DOIs.

The DOI is a very powerful tool. Reference linking until now has depended largely on algorithmic links, which employ URLs. Since a URL is not a true identifier, but a pointer to a location on a particular machine, one can reach a “file not found” error message if the file has been moved. A more serious problem is that this approach, like bilateral agreements, is not scalable; every publisher has to know and track changes in the linking format of every other publisher, which becomes an overwhelming task as linkage proliferates.

By taking the standards-based DOI approach, in which a given DOI is always associated with a specific article, CrossRef has removed the need for participants to archive linking schemes. If a publisher changes its URL, only the central DOI Directory needs to be updated and each DOI will automatically resolve to its new URL.

The International DOI Foundation ensures interoperability among different user communities. Through close cooperation with IDF, CrossRef has launched the first large-scale, practical DOI application to address the sophisticated demands of readers of scientific and scholarly journals. CrossRef has
also become the first official DOI Registration Agency, granting it the means to assign DOI prefixes to CrossRef members, and to register DOIs in the system.

As a collaborative venture, the success of CrossRef depends on the cooperation of its members. Publishers must be prepared to receive incoming links at the time of metadata submission. They are also expected to maintain the accuracy of their metadata, DOIs, and URLs, and to provide information on article access.

CrossRef membership is open to primary scholarly publishers. However, many other organizations can benefit from using CrossRef to look up DOIs to create links to full-text articles. To fill this need, CrossRef has created an affiliates category. Affiliates are non-members, such as secondary database producers, subscription agents, and abstracting and indexing services who can sign up to use the CrossRef system.

CrossRef costs the researcher nothing; its expenses are covered by charges to member publishers for depositing their metadata, retrieving DOIs, and annual membership fees. There are no charges for clicking on links. Affiliates pay an annual administrative fee and retrieval fees for looking up DOIs. Library affiliates can pay a flat fee of $500 for unlimited access to DOI look up. Current fee schedules are posted on the CrossRef Web site. Fees are designed to cover costs based on use of the system (so small publishers pay lower fees than larger publishers do). CrossRef itself has no stake in publishers' decisions regarding their charges for content access.

Inevitably, problems unique to the digital realm have arisen. Of most concern to libraries is what is known as the "appropriate copy" issue. Since a user at an institution may have access to a given article through more than one source, he or she must be able to discover which is the "appropriate" copy.

For example, a library user should not pay for an article at the publisher's Web site if it is also available through a library subscription to Ovid, EBSCO Online, or in the library's print holdings. The question of how to provide "localized links" so that users can get to appropriate copies has been under discussion for several years.

To move this process along, CrossRef co-sponsored the "Workshop on Localization in Reference Linking" with NISO, DLF, CNRI, and IDF. At this meeting a general architecture for localized linking was outlined and a practical prototype of this type of linking is now being planned. The prototype will involve CrossRef, IDF, DLF, publishers, libraries, and others working together. DOIs, metadata, and OpenURL are all important parts of the localized linking solution and they all work together. CrossRef is committed to working with libraries and others on solutions to these problems.

Another major issue is the crucial question of how digital content is to be archived. Here, too, CrossRef is seeking the answers we will all need in the years ahead. For example, CrossRef hopes to link to such archiving systems as JSTOR, which scans journal issues, in some cases going back to the 1800s. Assigning DOIs to these older articles means that they can be included in the linking network. When a user can click on a citation to an article from the 19th century and get to the full text online, scholarly communication will truly be transformed.

CrossRef provides the "missing link" in linking, making broad-based linking efficient and manageable for large and small publishers. CrossRef is available for other organizations to use and can benefit the entire scholarly communication process. Because CrossRef has taken the approach of using open standards, it will need to be interoperable with other linking systems. The DOIs and metadata that CrossRef use lay the groundwork for more sophisticated linking in the future.

Notes


(continued on page 228)
Retirements

Julita C. Awkard has retired, after 38 years of service, as university librarian at Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University.

Deaths

Perry D. Morrison, 81, retired science librarian at the University of Oregon (UO), died December 7. From 1949 to 1963, Morrison was head social science librarian at UO. He left there in 1963 to become head librarian and director of the library science program at Sacramento State College (now Sacramento State University). From 1965 to 1967 he was on the faculty of the School of Librarianship at the University of Washington in Seattle. He returned to UO as a faculty member in its new School of Librarianship, later serving as its dean from 1971 until 1973. With the suspension of the school, he became a science librarian until his retirement in 1982. Morrison edited the Pacific Northwest Library Association’s quarterly from 1967 to 1972. He also served as president of the Oregon Library Association from 1961 to 1962. Morrison was published in many library publications and was for many years a contributor to Collier’s Encyclopedia Year Book about Oregon libraries, enjoyed reviewing professional library publications, and wrote articles about local history.
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